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To the Planning

& Zoning Commission:

My npme is Steve Rothmel.

I live at 725 Kraffel Lane in the Manderleigh

in favor of redeveloping the Woods Mill (,enter. However,
that the City of Town and Country is seriously considering
property.

subdivision.

I'm

l'rp shocked and disappointed
the KEAT plan for this

If the KEAT proposal that you are considering for the Woods Mill property is approved,
nearly two hundred and fifty Town and Country homeowners who live in Manderleigh
and (,edar Springs subdivisions will be negatively impacted by this massive
development.

The proposed

5 story dormitory

with 400 college students,

center for thousands of visijors and a garage with limited parking,
a permanent headache for ihe city and nearby residents

an event

are the ingredients

for

I know that my neighbors share my real concern about safety in our neighborhoods,
not
only from increased traffic, but also from introducing thousands of strangers who have
no stake in or concern for our neighborhoods
and our city.
If Maryville

needs more dormitory

and event space, the university

should build it on the

abundant vacant property on their campus, where they have their own public safety
officers and can enforce their own rules. Instead, this development would put the onus
and the expense on Town and Country to police it and deal with any problems and
emergencies
I have been a professor at two large universities, I am especially concerned about the
prevalence of excessive drinking and drug overdoses that are common on all college
campuses today. And we all see reports about unruly and potentially dangerous
behavior at concerts. We don't want these kinds of problems spilling over into our
neighborhood.
There's no benefit to Town and Country residents. The only benefit is for the developer,
KEAT. The KEAT development would not be a good neighbor.
The Town & Country 2020 Vision Statement describes Town and Country
and engaged community recognized regionally for its quiet and peaceful

as a "vibrant

neighborhoods".
If you approve the KEAT development
plan, you will undermine
vision and betray the Manderleigh and Cedar Springs homeowners
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I am eager to get started. By the way this does not preclude Mr. Yawitz and Keat/Keeley. We
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